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Project Goals: To elucidate and harness the exceptional robustness of novel, undomesticated Y. 

lipolytica isolates from genetic diversity screening as a bioenergy-relevant microbial platform for 

efficient conversion of undetoxified biomass hydrolysates into designer bioesters with continuous 

recovery using solvent extraction. 

Abstract text:  

Lipid accumulation from biomass hydrolysate sugars (i.e., mainly glucose and xylose) and then 

subsequent degradation are complex phenotypes making them difficult to control and engineer in 

Yarrowia lipolytica.  Yet, the phenotypic diversity of the undomesticated Y. lipolytica clade 

illuminates desirable traits not found in well-characterized laboratory strains1.  Recently, draft 

genomes were assembled for five non-conventional Y. lipolytica strains with superior xylose 

utilization, lipid accumulation, and growth on undetoxified biomass hydrolysates in comparison 

to the conventional laboratory strain CBS75042.  Here, we explored the genetic diversity of these 

strains and identified singleton and unique genes shared by strains exhibiting desirable phenotypes. 

Next, bioreactor growth characterization using a switchgrass biomass hydrolysate revealed that 

the unconventional strain YB420 used xylose to support cell growth and maintained lipid levels 

while the laboratory strain CBS7504 degraded biomass and lipids when xylose was the remaining 

carbon source in the biomass hydrolysate.  Proteomic analysis identified carbohydrate transporters, 

xylose metabolic enzymes and pentose phosphate pathway proteins stimulated during the xylose 

uptake stage for both strains after glucose was depleted.  Further, we distinguished proteins in lipid 

metabolism (e.g., lipase, NADPH generation, lipid regulators, beta-oxidation) activated by YB420 

(lipid maintenance phenotype) or CBS7504 (lipid degradation phenotype) when xylose was the 

remaining carbon source in the biomass hydrolysate.  This work highlights the importance of 

studying nonconventional robust isolates to better understand and engineer complex phenotypes 

such as lipid accumulation  from the non-preferred biomass hydrolysate sugars and subsequent 

degradation or conversion to other products.   
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